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Georgia lawmakers offered two bills that divert public money to private schools. House Bill
301 and Senate Bill 173 are identical bills that use state money meant for public schools to
pay for private school tuition or education service providers. This analysis looks at the
potential costs and other considerations that may better serve Georgia’s Students.
Both HB 301 and SB 173 establish so-called “educational scholarship accounts” to pay for
qualified education expenses including but not limited to: private school tuition, tutoring
and transportation. The amount the state pays to these vouchers varies based on whether
the student has an Individualized Education Program (IEP) and where they live. The state
would give students with an IEP the amount the state would have paid had they stayed in
their local public schools, less any federal dollars. The state would provide all other
participants the average amount that the state pays to that student’s resident school
system.

Potential Costs
Both bills begin by capping participation in the
vouchers at 0.5 percent of 2018-2019 public
school student enrollment, or about 8,700
students. This enrollment cap increases by 0.5
percentage points every year until reaching a
hard cap of 5 percent. In its first year the state
would redirect a projected $48 million away
from public schools, based on 2019 average
per-student state spending of $5,500. Once fully
implemented the school vouchers would cost a
projected $543 million per year.

This paper is an analysis of the original
versions of HB 301 and SB 173, A later
version of SB 173 states that students would
receive, “…an amount equivalent to the costs
of the educational program that would have
been provided for the student in the resident
school system, including appropriate weights,
as calculated under Code Section 20-2-161.”
As students regularly change programs, this
wording makes analysis (and implementation)
difficult if not impossible. As such, this
analysis will continue with the version
reviewed by the Georgia Department of Audits
and Accounts.
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Projected Enrollment Caps and Costs Using State Average
School Year

Enrollment Cap

State Contribution (in
millions)

2019/2020

8,731

$48.1

2020/2021

17,526

$97.5

2021/2022

26,381

$148.2

2022/2023

35,297

$200.3

2023/2024

44,275

$253.7

2024/2025

53,314

$308.5

2025/2026

62,415

$364.8

2026/2027

71,578

$422.6

2027/2028

80,804

$481.8

2028/2029

90,094

$542.6

Source: Department of Audits and Accounts. (2019)

The legislation authorizes the Governor’s Office of Student Achievement (GOSA) to
implement and distribute the vouchers. Both bills allot up to 3 percent of the voucher cost
for administration, at a projected annual fee of $16.3 million. The actual cost of vouchers
also depends on the participating child’s IEP status. Those with an IEP would likely
receive state funding higher than the average expenditure. Any funding provided from the
federal level would be forfeited .

Vouchers as a Failed Policy
Vouchers are consistently associated with lower test scores for participating students.
Recent studies from Louisiana 1, Ohio 2, Washington D.C. 3 and Indiana 4 show student
performance suffers for students who change from public to private schools. These results
counter the widespread belief that private school education is a wholesale improvement on
public schooling. Voucher studies suggest that performance differences between public
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and private school students can be explained by factors like students’ family incomes, not
because private education is inherently better. 5
Lower test scores are not the only legacy of school vouchers. In Arizona, the state’s
Attorney General audited the state voucher system and found “persistent” misuse of funds
year after year. 6 In one year alone, the state found fraudulent purchases totaling over
$700,000 on things like beauty supplies and athletic apparel. Furthermore, parents of
students with disabilities are often unaware that acceptance of these vouchers waives
pivotal federal protections for their children. Private schools are often not held to certain
requirements dealing with due process or “least restrictive environment.” 7 These red flags
make this program unworthy of a significant state investment.

Considerations
State legislators would be wise to use the redeemable portions of this bill in other
education policies around the state. Georgia already has a large pot of money that can be
used for private school tuition, the Qualified Education Expenses Tax Credit (QEETC).
Lawmakers expanded the cap for this voucher program in the 2018 General Assembly
from $58 million to $100 million. Unlike the proposed bills discussed in this analysis, the
QEETC does not have any testing requirements for the participating students. Requiring
students to take state-mandated tests would offer Georgians an opportunity to see what, if
any, return taxpayers are getting on the tax credit.
One year after Georgia fully funded public schools, the state should not put itself in a
position to undercut these gains. School districts are in the process of undoing the
damage done by austerity cuts of more than $9 billion over the last 16 years. Vouchers
encourage student enrollment decline and hinder a school’s ability to provide the same
education to remaining students. Instead of diverting money away from Georgia’s public
schools, lawmakers should continue to support the state’s obligation to provide an
adequate public education.
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